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More informationabout floor boards can
be found at this address 

www.woodproducts.fi

Real wooden floor warms our feet
Wooden floorboards create a healthy and warm interior atmosphere. Over the years the floor will improve with age and 
have a patina. The product is eco-friendly and has great durability; later on the worn surface can have a light sanding 
and a new surface treatment, making it in a brand new condition again.

It is made from dense heart wood, specially dried and tongue and grooved on all four edges. POLKKYpanel & floor- 
floorboards wear very well and are very durable, the surface quality is excellent. The tongue and grooved edged pine 
floorboards are suitable for both new and renovation building projects, the ready tongue and grooving makes for 
simple, quick and easy installation.

Standard products
•  Specially dried 28 x 95 Prime
•  28 x 95 – sizes are available, suitable for leisure or free time buildings i.e.: cottage floor boarding 
 (humidity 14 - 16 %). The product is tongue and grooved, but not
 specially dried: this must be taken into account when used.

Quality
PRIME: Best quality, mainly live knots. Individual, dark,
intergrown knots may occur, some heart shakes are permitted.
ECO: Does not fulfil the surface quality requirements for PRIME. 
Possibly requires some minor attention to the surface.

Length Products sold in falling 1,8 - 5,4 m or to lengths, for example 2,1 m.

Humidity Specially dried 8 %

Dressed
Technically made with a high level of workmanship and excellent surface quality.
With the readymade tongue and grooves, laying the floor boards is made really easy.
This reduces wastage and makes installation really simple. The machined grooves
on the underside face ensure the plank stays within dimension stability and
improves ventilation. On the edge of the board there is a small chamfer
which helps with installation.

Profile Size mm 
HLL/PP 28 x 95  

Surface treatment
Floor boarding can be treated with most general surface
treatments: lacquers, oils, waxes, and paints.

Packaging
The products are packaged in consumer friendly sizes and are ready for transport.
Separate pieces, banded or shrink wrapped film. Packaging size according to customer
requirements: 300 x 1100 mm, 500 x 1100 mm, 1000 x 1100 mm.
Barcoding and labeling according to the customer's system.

In addition to our standard products, customer profiles and lengths are available. 
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